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Abstract 

Given a simple polygon P of n vertices, we present an algorithm that finds the 

pair of points on the boundary of P that maximize the externat shortest path between 

them. This path is defined as the externat geodesic diameter of P. The algorithm takes 

O(n2) time and requires D(n) space. Surprisingly, this problem is quite different from 

that of computing the internai geodeslc diameter of P. WhiIe the internai diameter le; 

determined by a pair of verticls of P, this is not the case for the external diameter. 

Finally, we show how this algo~ithm can be extended to solve the ail external 

geodesicfurthest neighbours problem. 
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R~sumé 

Ce travail présente un a1gorithme qui trouve une paire de points sur la fron

tière d'un polygone simple P de n coins, qui maximise le trajectoire externe le plus 

court entre les deux points. Ce trajectoire est définit par le diamètre géodésique 

externe de P. L'algorithrrle prend un temps O(n2 ) et requiert un champ O(n). Fait sur

prennant, ce ploblème n'est pas semblable au prlJblème de calculer le diamètre 

géodésique interne. Bien que le diamètre interne est delerminé par une paire de coins 

de P, ce n'est pas le cas pour le diamètre externe. En fin, ce travail demontre com

ment cet algorithme peut être étendu pour résoudre le problème de tous les voisins à 

la plus grande distance géodésique externe. 
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Chapter l. 

Introduction 

Let P be a polygon described by a list of vertices (vo, Vt, •.. ,Vn ), where the vertices 

Vo and Vn are considered to be identical. The edge et = (vt- h vt) of P is the closed 

line segment connecting Vt-l and v., for 1 s:; i < n. In addition, we say that P is 

slmple if no two non-consecutive edges intersect, and consecutive edges intersect at 

a vertex. The collection of edges of P form the boundary bdCP). The interior and 

the exterior of P shaH be denoted as int(P) and ext(P), respectively. The polygon IS 

com,idered to consist of the union of its boundary and its interior. 

Let o(p, q) be the Euclidean distance between points p and q. Given a polygon P, 

an external geodesic path between Po and Pk, denoted 7r ~(Po, Pk), is a polygonal chain 

with vertices (PO,Pll'" ,Pk) which both avoids int(P) and minimizes the path length 
k 

2:)(P1-t,P,) (see Figure 1.1). This minimum path length shaH be called the external 
,=1 
geodesic distance between Po and Pk, and shaH be denotcd c5<!(Po, Pk)' Analogously, 

we define the exterior-avoiding internai geodesic path 7r,(po, Pk), and its associated 

inte1nal geodesic distance o,(Po, Pk)' 

Given a polygon P, an external geodesic diameter ~<!(P) is an external geodcsic 

path with endpoints p and q in P, such that 
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Figure 1.1: An externa.l geodesic path 
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The length of this diameter is denoted by Df;(P). Similarly, for the intern".l case, we 

define .6.,(P) and D,(P) (see Figure 1.2). 

Although Shamos [16] first proposed the problem of finding shortest paths, or 

geodesics, in a simple polygon, the first non-trivial results were due to Chazelle [3], 

who developed divide-and-conquer algorithms for many such problems. He used pre

processing of the polygons to solve the intern&.l gpodesic distance, ail mternal geodesic 

p3.th, and internaI geode"ic diameter problems (which he called the internai path, all 

internal path, and internallength problems), in time O(n) plus triangulation, O(n 2
), 

and O( n 2), respectively. The all internai geodesic path problem is that of preprocess

ing a polygon such that the geodesic path between two query points can be determined 

in optimal time. 

Suri [18] has subsequently improved upon one of these results with an O(nlog n) 

algorithm for computing the internai geodesic diameter of a simple polygon. 

Guibas, Hershberger et al. [6] give an algorithm for computing the shorlest path 

tree of a polygon P with respect to a point x E int(P). This algorithm requires 

only linear time, assu.ming that a triangulation of P is supplied. The short est path 

tree of a polygon P with respect to x is simply the union of all the gendesics from 

x to all vertices v of P. The shortest path trce can be used to answer queries about 

the length of the shortest path from x to the query point y in o (log n) timej the 

path itself can be computed in O(log n + k) time, where k is the number of links in 

the path. Guibas and Hershberger [5] also give a method of solving the ail internaI 

geodesic path problem in O(n logn) time. 

Asano and Toussaint [2] have given an O( n3 log n) algorithm which salves a rdated 

problem, that of finding the geodesic cenlerof a simple polygon. The geodesic center is 

the point which minimizes the maximum geodesic distance to any point of P. Pollack. 

Rote and Sharir [12] have subsequently irnproved this with an algorithm that runs in 
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Figure 1.2: InternaI and External Geodesie Diameters 
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.. .. 
O(nlogn) worst-case time. 

This thesis is divided into six chapters. The following chapter presents sorne 

definitions and lernrnas about the behavior of external geodesics on polygons. Chapter 

three presents the algorithm of Guibas, Hershberger et al. [6J for computing the 

shortest path trec of a polygon P rooted at s. Chapter four presents Suri's [18] 

method for determining the internaI geodesic diameter of a simple polygon. Chapter 

five presents the concept of a depth profile and gives our algorithms for determining 

the external geodesic diameter of a simple polygon and for solving the a11 external 

geodesic furthest neighbours problern. Finally, Chapter six contains sorne concluding 

remarks. 
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Chapter 2 

Definitions and Preliminary 
Results 

In this chapter we present SOl11e needed definitions and make a few observations about 

the behaviour of cxtelnal geodesics on simple polygons. 

A convc.r polY!Jon is a polygon such that, for any two points in the polygon, the 

closed liIle segment joining the points is entircly contained ill the polygon. The convex 

hull CII(P) of a polygon P is defincd as the minimum area convex polygon enclosing 

P. We define a pocJ.:cf Q of P as a minimal polygonal chain of edges and verticcs of 

P, whose edges are not coïncident with convex hull cdges, and whose endpoints are 

the only vcrticcs of Q lying on the boundary of CI1(P) (see Figure 2.1). \\Te define 

the [id of a pockct as the line segment (convex hull edge) that connects the endpoints 

of the pocket. A pocket together \Vith its lid fonTIS a pocket polygon. 

Let x and y be distinct points on the boundary of polygon P, such that x and y 

are not contained in a COl1lmon pocket of P. Wc dcfine a CZl'cuit of P with respect 

to x and y as the shortest closed polygonal chain containing x and y that entirely 

encloses int(P) (see Figure 2.2). More specifically and without loss of generality, wc 

can assume that our circuit is (Po,Pt, ... ,Pk), where Po = Pk = x and PI = y. The 

points x and y can then be said to delimit two semi-circuiis (Po = x, Pb .•. ,PI = 

7 



Figure 2.1: A pocket and its pocket polygon _. 
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y) and (pi = Y'PI+1"" ,Pk = x). It should be noted that 7I"~(x,y) is one of these 

semi-circuits. 

A furthest neighbour 4>( v) of a point v eontain..:d in a set of points Q, is defined as 

4>( v) E Q ==> S( v, 4>( v)) = max S( v, x). 
xEQ 

A geodesic furthest neighbour c/>,(v) of a vertex v in a polygon P, is defined as 

The aU geodesic furthest neighbours problem is .,imply that of determining the geodesic 

furthest neighbour for each of the vertices in a polygon. An external geodesic furthest 

neighbour 4>~(v) of a vertex von the boundary, bd(P), of a simple polygon Pis 

4>~(v) E bd(P) ==> bAv,4>(v)) = max 5~(v,x). 
xEbd(p) 

The ail externat geodeszc furthest nezghbours problem is the problem of determining 

the external geodesic furthest neighbour of eaeh of the vertices of the polygon. 

To prove the first of our lemmas, we observe that a polygon with no pockets 

(I.e. a convex polygon) has an infinite number of pairs of points that realize the 

external geodesic diameter, and that this diameter is merely one-half of the length of 

its perimeter (see Figure 2.3). 

Lemma 2.1 If a simple polygon P has only one pocket Q, then at [east one point of 

a pair that realizes some .6.~( P) must lie on Q. 

Pro of Assume the contrary. Then the endpoints of aU external geodesie diameters 

must lie on the boundary of CH(P). Therefore, 5~(P) = 8~(CH(P)). Let m be the 

midpoint of the pocket lido Then there exists a diameter ô~( CH(P)), whieh has m as 

one endpoint and m' E P as the other. Let qo be a point of Q on the perpendicular 

biseetor of the lido Let a and b be the endpoints of the !id (see Figure 2.4). Then the 
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Figure 2.2: Circuits and semi-circuits \Vith respect to x and y 
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Figure 2.3: External geodesic diarneters of convex polygons 
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- Figure 2.4: illustration for the praof of Lemma. 2.1 
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following holds: 

5~(a,qo) > ~8(a, b) and bl!(b,qo) > ~b(a,b). 

Then clearly bl!(qo, m') > 81!(m, m') = 8~(P), which is a contradiction. o 

It is in fact possible that the endpoints of an extenal geodesic diameter lie within 

a common pocket, as illustrated in Figure 2.5. 

Lemma 2.2 Let (qo, qb) be a pair of points of polygon P that realizes a diameter 

ê:.AP) , such that qo is in pocket Q and qb is contained in no pocket. Then the two 

semi-czrcuits of P defined by qo and qb are of equallength. 

Proof Assume the contrary Let 51 and S2 be the two semi-circuits defined by 

qo and qb, with lengths Il and 12 , respectively. Without loss of generality, we can 

assume that /2 > Il = b,(P). For aIl é > 0, there exists sorne point x E S2 such 

that 0 < bl!(qb, x) < é. Then for é sufficiently small, bl!(x, qo) = 8~(P) + é, which is a 

contradiction. o 

Lemma 2.3 Let (qo, qb) be a pair of points of polygon P that realizes a diameter 

c:.,( P), 3uch that qo is in pocket Q and qb is contained in no pocket. Then qo will be 

a point which attains 

max (8,(q, a) + bl!(q, b)), 
qEQ 

where a and b are the endpoints of the /id cf Q. 

Proof Assume the contrary. Of the two semi-circuits defined by a and b, let S be 

that semi-circuit not containing the lid of Q. Let 1 be the length of S. If we let q~ be 

the other endpoint of ,6,.~(P), then 

13 
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Figure 2.5: An external diameter contained in a single pocket polygon 
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By Lemma 2.2, the two quantities are equal, and thus also equal to their average: 

's contained in S, then 

Consider x E Q such that oe(x,a) -'- ol!(x,b) > ol!(qO,a) + SI!(qo,b). Let x' E CH(P) 

such that DI! ( x, x') is maximized. Similar to the methods ab ove , we obtain 

which implies that DI!(X, x') > DI!(P), Clearly, this leads to a contradiction. 0 

Lemma 2.4 Given a pocket Q with endpoints a and b, the point qo that realizes 

is a vertex of Q. 

Proof Assume the contrary. Let Do = bl!(qo, a') + ol!(qo, b'), and let Dx = bl!(x, a') + 
SI! ( x, b') for some x E Q, x # qo, where a' and b' are the last vertices on the paths 

from a and b, respectively. Note that a' and b' may ce the same vertex. 

The locus of points x such that Dx = Do defines an ellipse. Let 1 be the unique 

edge of Q containing qo. This gives us two cases: 

Case 1: 1 1S tangent to the ellipse defined by Dx = Do (see Figure 2.6(a)). For aIl 

é > 0, there exists sorne x E 1 such that 0 < DI! ( qo, x) < é. Then for é sufficiently 

srnall, we have 

which is a contradiction. 
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Figure 2.6: Illustration for Lemma 2.4 
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Case 2: l intersects the ellipse at qo (see Figure 2.6(b)). This case is similar to 

Case 1, except we restrict x to lie on the sicle of qo opposite that of the perpenclicular 

bisector of a' and b'. Again we arrive at a contradiction. o 

The preceding lemmas may be used to indicatc how to handle sorne of the situ

ations in which the diameter of a polygon P rnay be found. We have four types of 

candidates for our diameter: 

1. neither endpoint is in a pocket, 

2. both end points are in the same pocket, 

3. one end point is in a pocket and the other is on the convex hull of P, and 

4. the two endpoints are in different pockets. 

The first case can only occur if the polygon has no pockets, as was shown in 

Lemma 2.1. Candidates for type 2 diameters can be generated by finding the internaI 

geodesic diarneters of aU the pocket polygons of P. For type 3 diameters, it suffices 

to check the vertices that attain max (b",!;(q,a) + b.!:(q,b)) for each pocket Q, with 
qEQ 

endpoints a and b, as was shown in Lemmas 2.3 anè. 2.4. 

It is the last type that requires the most involved analysis. As we have seen, it is 

possible that one endpoint of the diameter do es not lie on a vertex of the polygon. 

However, even though it is possible that an external geodesic diameter can be realized 

with neither e!J.dpoint on il vertex, such a diameter will not b~ unique, and there will 

exist an equivalent diameter that has at least one endpoint on a vertex. 

Lemma 2.5 Gwen sorne D..~(P) wzth neither of its endpoints qo and q~ on a vertex, 

then the two semz-circuits 51 and 52 defined by qo and q~ must he of equal length. 

17 
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Proof The case where the polygon has no pockets has already been considered. 

Otherwise, if there exists at least one pocket, by Lemma 2.1 at least one endpoint 

of ~~(P) (say qo) is in sorne pocket Q. Let Il and 12 be the lengths of SI and 8 2 

respectively. Assume that Il =/;/2. 

vVithout loss of generality, assume II < 12 • Let a' and b' be the vertices adjacent 

to qo in S2 and Sl' respectively. Let ç be the edge of Q containing qo. Consider 0, 

the angle between ç and the line segment aqa, rneasured clockwise from ç. We can 

have three cases: 

7r 
l. ()<-

2 

7r ., ()=-,t.. 

2 

3. 
7r 

(»-
2 

Case 1: If () < i, then we can connect a' ta p, a point on ç which is chosen to be 

distance € from qo, and outside the angle (), for sorne € > 0 which is sufficiently small 

(see Figure 2.7(a)). 

which is a contradiction. It should he noted that a situation can arise ;'hereby there 

is a vertex ail of SI which is collinear with aqo. This situation can he resolved as 

ahove by choosing ail in place of a'. 

Case 2: Similar ta Case 1 except that pean lie to either side of qo (see Fig-

ure 2.7(b)). 

18 
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Figure 2.7: The three cases of () 
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Case 3: Similar to Case 1, except that p has to lie inside the angle () (see Fig-

ure 2.7(c)). 

These three contradictions imply that 11 = 12• o 

Lemma 2.6 If 3.6.!(P) reali::ed by points qo and q~, where neither qo nor qb IS a 

vertex, then:3 po and P~ such that o!(Po, p~) 2: Of: ( qo, q&), and at least one of Po and p~ 

is a vertex. 

Proof If q~ is not contained in a pocket of P, the result follows from Lemmas 2.3 

and 2.4. Otherwise, let Q and Q' be the pockets containing qo and q~ respectively. 

Let ç E Q and é.' E Q' be the edges containing qo and q~ respectively. Consider the 

semi-circuits SI = (qo, (3, .. ·,13', qb) and S2 = (q~, a', . . .. a, qo). 

We note that a and (3 cannot lie on the same side of the perpendicular to ç through 

qo, since in that case we can simply choose a point on ç which is ê to the other side 

and extend our path, leading to a contradiction. Simi1arly for a' and 13'. vVe a1so 

note that neither a nor (3 can lie on the perpendicu1ar through qo by an analogous 

argument. Similarly for a' and (3'. 

We define a to be the perpendicu1ar distance from a to the line through Ç', and 

label the point at which the perpendicular meets ç (or its extension), as O. We define 

b to be to be the distance frorn 0 to qo and parameterize it with x. We parameterize 

the perpendicular distance by y. Simi1arly, we get d to be the perpendicu1ar distance 

from f3 to Ç' (or i ts extension), and c to be the distance from said perpendicu1ar to 

qo. Applying similar treatment to pocket Qf yields point 0', distances e, f, g, and h, 

and parameters u and v (see Figure 2.8). 

Without 10ss of genera1ity, we assume that h > e. We move one end-point of 

.6.!(P) sO.ne small amount .6.x and observe the behavior of rt(x) and r2(x). 

rI (x) = J a 2 + b2 + j e2 + 12 - Va 2 + x2 

20 
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Figure 2.8: Illustration for the proof of Lemma 2.6 
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From the Pythagorean theorem, we have 

rl(x)2 _ u2 + (v - e)2 

r2(x)2 - (u - (J + g))2 + (v - hf 
(2.1) 

(2.2) 

From (2.1), we get u = ±Jrr - (v - e)2; substituting this into (2.2), we obtam 

(±Jrr - (v - e)2 - (J + g)) 2 + (v - h)2 = r; 

(ri - (v - e) 2) ± 2(1 + g) J rr - (v - e)2 + (J + g) 2 + (v - h) 2 = d . 

RearranJ:!;ing gives 

since we can assume that f + 9 > 0, because otherwise the point is already at a vertex. 

If we define constants C and Q as 

c -

Q -

(h - e) 
(J + g) 
(r~ - rî - (J + g)2 + e2 

- h2) 

2(J + g) 

we have ±Jd - (v - e)2 = vC + Q. Solving for v, we have 

ri - (v - e)2 = v 2C 2 + 2vCQ + Q2 

ri - ('02 - 2ve + e2
) = v 2C'l + 2vCQ + Q2 

22 
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( 

which in turn leads to 

v -
-2(CQ - e) ± V4(CQ - e)2 - 4(G2 + 1)(Q2 + e2 - ri) 

2(C2 + 1) 

-(CQ - e) ± V(GQ - cF - (C2 + 1)(Q2 + e2 
- rD 

(C2 + 1) 

Because of the construction, v must have at least one real value, which means that 

veCQ - e)2 - (C2 + 1)(Q2 + e2 - ri) E ~. 

We want the smaller value of v, which is 

-(CQ - e) - J(GQ - e)2 - (C2 + 1)(Q2 + e2 - rD 
v = (G2 + 1) . 

Since we want v ~ 0, we must have 

-( CQ - e) = (e - CQ) > ° 
and 

If these two conditions are satisfied, the existence of a non-negative value for v 

implies that we can move by sorne distance .6.x so as not to decrease the path length. 

To show that e - CQ > 0, we consider that 

e _ CQ = e _ [h - e] [e2 
- h

2 + r~ - ri - (f + g)2] 
f + 9 2(f + g) 

2e(f + g)2 _ 1 [he2 _ h3 + hr2 _ hr2 - h(f + g)~ 
2(f+g)2 2(f+g)2 2 1 

- e3 + eh2 - er~ + er; + e(J + g)2] 

_ 1 [-he2 + h3 _ hr2 + hr2 + h(f + g)2 
2(J + g)2 2 1 

+ e3 
_ eh2 + eri - er; + e(J + g)2] . 

23 
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Since f + 9 > 0 as ahove, we can discard the 1/(2(J + g)2) term. The remaining term 

evolves under our tender ministrations as follows: 

2(J + g)2(e - CQ) - (h2 - e2)(h - e) + (h - e)(ri - r~) + (h + e)(f + g)2 

- (h - e) [(ri - e2) - (r~ - h2) + (f + g)2] + 2e(J -+ gf 

If we now let 

this hecomes 

If we now notiœ that f: -+ p and g; -j. 92 as ~x -+ 0, and recall that we assumed 

that h > e, we 0 btain 

2(1 + g)2(e - CQ) = (h - e) [f2 - 92 + (J + g)2] + 2e(f + g)2 

= (h - e) [2/2 + 219] + 2e(f + g)2 

> O. 

To show that Q2 + e2 - ri ;::: 0, we consider that 

If we let !( + he the first and J( _ be the second terms on the right hand sicle, wc 

note that the desirecl relationship holds if J( + and ]{ _ have the same sign. This is 

obviously true when 1(+ < 0 or J( _ ;::: 0: 

24 
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To simpIify this, we let 1(+ = 2(1 + 9 )1(+, Then we have 

We once again let 

resulting in 

1(~ -

-

-

-
}'. 

\. ... 

-D.x 

J: - ri - e2 

g; _ r~ - h2 

g; - f: - (f + g)2 + 2(f + g)f. 

g; - f: - P - 2fg - g2 + 2f f. + 2gf. 

(g; - g2) _ (f - f.)2 - 2g(1 - f.) 

(g. - g)(g. + g) + 2g(f* - f) - (f. - f)(f. - f) 

g. - 9 ( + ) + 2 f* - f _ (f _ f/* - f 
6.x g. 9 9 ~x • .6. x , 

Noticing that this matches the definition of the derivative, we let 6.x ~ 0 and write 

}'" 
l, \. + -? [' f'] 
lm A - ~g g. + .' 

Âx-+O uX 

1 f2 ! f2 1 r2 1 

g. = Jr~ _ h2r2 = g .. r2 = gr2 

when ~x is sufficiently small, Similarly, f~ = (rd f)f~, Since the derivatives of rI 

and f2 are 

1 
rI - - [va'X+ x '] 

r' 2 - [ x-(b+c) 1 
- J d2 + (b + c - x)2 

25 



we caù then write f! and g~ as 

Evaluating these at x = b yields 

Therefore, we see that we can always choose a direction to move in so as to make J{~ 

negative, which in turn implies 

\Vhich implies that we can al ways move qo in sorne direction so as not to decrease 

the lengths of SI and S2. In fact, we can rnove to the nearest vertex in said direc

tion, since once we move a distance 6.x, the path lengths are no longer equal, and 

Lemma 2.5 applies. o 

"'vVe are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this chapter. 

Theorem 2.7 AT' externat geodesic diameter of a simple polygon Pean a!w(zys be 

reali::ed with at [East one endpoint on a vertex of P. 

Proof If P has no pockets, then tht theorem holds trivially. If P has at least one 

pocket, thf>n the theorern follows from Lemma 2.6. o 

26 



Lemma 2.8 Let Q be a pocket of polygon P, with endpoints a and b. Then 

rnaQx IbAa, q) - oe:(b,q)1 :::; 5(a, b). 
qE 

Proof Assume the contrary. That irnplies that there exists sorne qo E Q such that 

15~(a,qo) - 5.:(b,qo)1 > o(a,b). vVithout l.oss .of generality, assume that oe:(a,qo) > 

5t;(b,qo). This implies that 5,(a,qo) > 8(a,b)+5,(b,qo). But t.hen we have an external 

pDlyg.onal chain frDm a t.o qo through b whDse length is less than oe:(a, qo), which is a 

cDntradictiDn. o 
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Chapter 3 

Shortest Path Tree 

If s is a vertex of a polygon P, then the shortest path tree of P with respect to s is 

simply Uv 7[',(s, v) for ail vertices v E P. This section deals with Guibas, Hershberger 

et al. 's [6] construction of the shortest path tree for a source vertex s of a polygon P. 

The algorithm for the construction requires linear plus triangulation time and is an 

extension of an algorithm due to Lee and Preparata [10]. 

For the sake of completeness, we now present an overview of the algorithm for the 

construction of the shortest path tree, the full details of which may be found in [6]. 

3.1 Observations 

Let T be a triangulation of the interior of P. Then the planar dual D of T is a tree, 

whose vertiœs have degree at most 3. This implies that for aIl vertices x of P, thcrc 

exists a unique minimal path 7[' in D from a triangle containing s to anothcr triangle 

containing x. This gives an ordered sequence of diagonals d h . .. ,di corresponding to 

the path between s and x, each diagonal being the boundary between two triangles 

corresponding to adjacent points in 7r. Therefore, each d, divides Pinto two parts, 

one containing s and the other containing x; therefore the geodcsic path from s to x 

corrcsponc·ing to the dual tree path 7r must intersect each dl cxactly once. 
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Then for d = uw being a diagona.l or edge of P, we can construct a funnel Füw 

(see Figure 3.1), which is the union of those parts of 1l'L(S, u) and 1T't(s, w) which are 

not cornmon to both. As in [6], the point common ta both geodcsic paths furthest 

from s we call the cusp (denûted by a in Figure 3.1), and note that in [10J it was 

proved that the portIOns from 0 to u and from a to w are outward-convex. Then if 

d is a diagonal of P in T, we nüt.~ that exactly one triangle of T contallls d but does 

not (otherwise) intersect the area bounded by d and the funnel F-u.w. Let v be the 

third vertex of this triangle, that is, the vertex which is neithcr u nor w. Then we 

note that the shortest path from s to v must start wIth the shortest path from s to a 

and then either continue along the straight-line segmènt av (if t,his segment does not 

intersect Fuv) or follow one branch of the funnei untii it reaches a vertex y at which 

the line segment yv is tangent to Fü"W. These observations are due to [10], and form 

the basis of their algorithm and its extension in [6J. 

3.2 Shortest Path Tree Algorithrn 

This algorithm first triangulates P. Then each diagonal uw is examined in turn, 

maintaming a current funnel F = Fuwas a Iist of vertices (U/,Ul_l"",ul,a,wl, 

... , Wk) stored as a finger tree ([ïJ and [8]). This structure is essentially a search 

trce \Vith auxiliary markers called fingers, which support searching for an etement in 

o (log d) tIme, where d is the distance from x to the nearest finger, and aiso allows 

splitting the tree into two Lrees at an element x in amortizcd time O(1og d). The cusp 

CUSP(F) of the CUiTent funnel is also maintained. 

The algorithm begins by initializing F to contain s and an adjacent vertex VI, 

with CUSP(F) = s. It then proceeeds recursively as follows: 
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AIgorithm PATH(F) 

Let u and w be the ends of F, with a = CUSP(F). Let u be the third vertex of the 

triangle cont",;ning üW but not iptersecting the area bùunded by F and uw (as in the 

description above). 

(1) Search F (with binary search) for a vertex yasin the description above, at 

which yu is tangent to F if such a vertex exists, or a, otherwiee. Then split F 

at y and create two new funnels FI = (u, .. . ,y, v) and F'}. = (v, y, ... , w). Set 

CUSP(Fd to y, if y is on the path from a to u or to a otherwisej similarly, set 

CUSP(F2 ) to y, if y is on the path from a to w or to a otherwise. 

(:2) Concatenate yu with the path From .s to y to obtain t.he path From s to v. 

(This is do ne by storing a pointer to y at Vj the collection of such pointers 

gives the desired path tree.) 

(3) If the segment üV is a diagonal of P (as opposed to an edge), call PATH(F1) 

recursively. 

(4) Similarly, if the segment Wu ls a diagonal of P, call PATH(F2 ) recursively. 

For the correctness and complexity analysis, the reader is referred to [6]. 

There is a simple extension of the above algorithrn which produces information 

allowing us to de termine the shortest path from s to arbitrary points x inside P. This 

extension partitions Pinto O( n) triangular regions such that the shortest paths to 

.s from aIl points in a T(" sion are identical except for a portion which consists of a 

straight segment From the point to one of the vertices of the region. 

This extended algorithm depends on the following observations: For each edge e 

of P, consider <I>(e), the region bounded by e and the funnel Fe. First, note that for 

any point x inside <P(e), we can find a vertex y of Fe such that either xy is tangent to 
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Fe, or y is the cusp of Fe and xy does not intersect Fe, as in the algorithrn above. The 

shortest path from x to s then consists of the shortest path from y to s, concatenated 

with the segment xy. Also note that the interiors of the <1>( e) are ail disjoint, and the 

total number of edges along their boundaries is 0 ( n ). 

The extended algorithm consists of extending the edges of each funn~~ ft e to reach 

e, thereby partitioning (I>(e) into triangles; :::ince each triangle corresponds to at least 

one funnel edge, there aI~ D(n) such triangles (see Figure 3.2). Then we can use 

any of the known linear-time algorithms (e.g., [9]) to process this partitioning into a 

structure supporting queries taking D(log n) time to determine into which triangle a 

point falls. Then of course the shortest path from any point x inside P to scan be 

constrncted by determining the triangle into which x faIls and concatenating the line 

from x to the appropriate vertex y of the triangle, as determined when the triangle 

was constructed, plus the path from y to s. 

Summarizing, given a simple polygon P with n sicles, and sorne vertex s of P, it is 

possible to preprocess P in linear plus triangulation time to obtain a data structure 

allowing us to determine, for any point x inside P, the length of the shortest path 

from x to s in O(log n) time. The path itself may be calculated in 0 (log n + k) time, 

where k is the number of segments in the path. 
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Chapter 4 

Suri's Aigorithm 

In this section, we describe Suri's [17] O(nlogn) method for computing the internaI 

geodesic diameter of a simple polygon. Suri's method actually involves solving the aIl 

geodesic furthest neighbours problem and simply taking the maximum of the distances 

obtained. 

More specifically, given a polygon P, the all geodesic furthest neighbours problem 

for P is to find, for each vertex v of P, a point 4>( v) E P such that 

In a manner sirnilar to that of the previous chapter, this chapter will be devoted 

to a review of Suri's method for computing the internaI geodesic diameter of a simple 

polygon. This method is presented here in or der to lay the groundwork for the later 

chapters. 

4.1 Observations 

There are a few observations that must be made before proceeding to the algorithm; 

one is that the triangle inequality holds for geodesics (the proof of this is similar to 

that of Lernma 2.8). We also observe that the furthest neighbour of any point in P 

is always a'vertex of P and that if P is triangulated, we caü compute 4>(u) in lincaf 
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time for any given point u in P. In fact, this irnmediately gives us a brute force O(n2 ) 

algorithm to solve the all-geodesic-furthest neighbours problem. We simply have to 

compute the shortest path tree for each vertex. This, however, is not our ultimate 

goal. 

vVe say that two geodesics are disjomt if they have no point in corrunon. Let 

u, v, x, and y be four points on bd(P) appearing in counterclockwise order (see 

Figure 4 1). The uniqueness of geodesics in a simple polygon insures that either 

7r,( u, y) and 71',( v, x) are disjoint or that they overlap only along a contiguous subpath. 

The geodesic between u and x can be broken down as follows 

where Il is concatenation of geodesics, a lies on 71',( u, y), c lie~ on 7r,( v, x), and 11",( a, c) 

is disjoint from both 7r,(u,y) and 7r,(v,x), save for the endpoints. Similarly we have 

and the associated constraints. 

If 71',( u, y) and 11",( v, x) are not disjoint, then we set a = b = c = d = z, for 

sorne arbitrary point z which is common to both geodesics. Otherwise, due to the 

uniqueness of geodesics in P, we have a, b, c, and d being aH unique. The points a, 

b, c, and d are called the junction poznts for 7r,(u,y) and 7r,(v,x). This leads us to a 

simple lemma: 

Lemma 4.1 Given the situation described above, the following inequalities must ho/d: 

o,(u,a):S 5,(u,d) and o,(v,b) < 8,(v,c). 

Proof Obvious from Figure 4.1. o 

The above lemma is used to prove the property described in the following lemma, 

known as the crossing property. 
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Lemma 4.2 Let u, v, x, and y befour points on bd(P) appearing in counterclockwise 

order su ch that x is a furlhest neighbour of v and y zs a furthest neighbour of u. Then, 

x is a/so a furthest nezghbour of U and y is also a furthest neighbour of v. 

Proof By contradiction. By comparing 8,(u, y) + 8,(v, x) with 8L(u,x) + 8,(v, y), we 

see that if x is not a furthest neighbour of u, th~n the triangle inequality is violated. 

o 

We will first describe Suri's solution for the restricted furthest neighbours problem 

and then show how to transform the original problem into at most three instances of 

the restricted problem. 

4.2 Restricted Furthest Neighbours Problem 

Two polygonal chains are said to be non~overlappzng if they do not share a point, 

save possibly the endpoints. Let U = (VI, U2, . .. , us) and V = (VI, V2, • .. ,Vt) be two 

non-overlapping chains of P, where the vertices of U are in counterclockwise order 

and those of V are in c10ckwise order. We denote ((Ut) as the vertex in 11 that is 

furthest from the vertex Ut E U. In other words, v] = (( Ut) is a restrzcted furthest 

neighbour of U I if 

The all-furthest neighbours problem for U with respect to V is to find the restricted 

furthest neighbour in V for each UI. We will drop the word restricted for the rest of 

this section. 

Let P[ a, bi c, cl] , for 1 ::; a ~ b < sand 1 ::; c ::; d ::; t, denote the closed region 

in P whose boundary consÎsts of (ua, ... ,Ub) and (vc , ••• , Vd) joined by 7l",( Ua) vc ) and 

'll",( Ub, Vri). The aforementioned paths are ca lIed the connectors of P[a, b; c, dl, and 

we call their edges connector~edges. Wc can see that 1I",(u\) vJ ) lies completely in 
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P[I, Sj 1, tJ, for I ~ i < sand 1 ~ j < t. Therefore, we only have to consider 

Pl!, Sj 1, t] for a solution to our all-furthest neighbours problem for U with respect to 

V. Simply, we have to find ((Ut) for an i = 1,2, ... ,S. 

Suri uses the following lemma to derive a divide-and-conqver algorithm. 

Lemma 4.3 Let U p E U be a vertex and let V q = (( up ) be its furthest neighbo1lr, for 

sorne 1 ~ p ~ 8 and I ~ q ~ t. Then, 

1. For every Ut E (UI, U2, " • ,up ), there eXlsts a Vk E (vq, Vq+1, ••• ,Vt) S1lch that 

Vk = ((Ut). 

2. For every U j E (u p , up+ll .•• ,u~) such that V m E (VI, V2, ••• , vq ), there eXlsts a 

Vm = ((uJ ). 

Proof Follows from the previous lemma. o 

The algorithm follows directly from the above lemmd. 

Algorithm RFN(P[l, 8; l,t]) 

(1) If 18 -11 < 2 or It -11 ~ 2, then compute an furthest neighbours in linear time 

by constructing the shortest path trees from the vertices of the smaller chain. 

(2) Otherwise, do the following: 

(2a) Let P = r~s l and let Vq = (( up ), 1 < q :5 t. 

(2b) Construct P[l,p; q, t] and P(p, s; 1, q]. 

(2l:) Recursively caU RFN(P[l, Pi q, tl) and RFN(P(P, s; l, q]). 
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4.3 AlI Furthest Neighbours Problem 

Let (Ut, U2,"" un) be the vertices of P in counterclockwise order and assume that 

Un+! = Ul' Let (U(H ••. , Ub) denote that portion of bd(P) encountered between Ua and 

Ub. Let u, be an arbitrary vertex of P. We can assume, without 1055 of generality, 

that uJ = ((u 1 ) and Uk = ((u J ) are such that Un UJ ' and Uk appear in this order on 

bd(P), but Ut and Uk are not necessarily distinct. The next lernrna shows how we can 

reduce the ail furthest nelghbours problem to at most three instances of the restricted 

all furthest neighbours problem for polygonal chains. 

Lemma 4.4 Let u" u)! and Uk be as above. Then. 

1. for everYUl E (un ... ,uJ), there always exzsts a U m E (uJ"",Uk""'U t ) such 

Proof See [lï]. o 

Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 conclude our presentation of Suri's results. 

Theorem 4.5 Furthest nezghbours of ail the vertices of a simple polygon having n 

vertices can be computcd in O(nlogn) lime andO(n) space. 

And smce 8,(P) = max 0.( u, ~(IL)), we get 
uEP 

Theorem 4.6 The geodeslc diameter of a simple polygon having n vertices can be 

computed in O( n log n) lime and O( n) space. 
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Chapter 5 

The External Geodesie Diallleter 
Algorithm 

This chapter presents the concepts of a depth profile and a restricted depth profile. 

\Ve also present out algorithm for the external geodesic diameter and the complexity 

analysis of the algorithm. Finally, we present an algorithm for computing all the 

external geodesic furthest neighbours on P for all vertices of P. 

5.1 Depth Profile 

Let Q be a pocket of simple polygon P. Let a and b be the endpoints of Q, and let 

l = 8(a,b). Let q be an)' point of Q, and define 

m(d,q) = min(8~(a,q),d+oe:(b,q)), 

where d is a real-valued parameter. 

The depth profile of Q is a r;1apping 

'ljJQ : 3? 1-+ [0,00) such that 1/JQ( d) = max m (d, q). 
qEQ 

Associated with each point of the profile is the set of points which attain the maximum 

in the above definition: 

WQ(d) = {q E Qlm(d,q) = 1/JQ(d)}. 
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To see the relevance of these definitions, consider the t'ollowing lemma: 

Lemma 5.1 Let .6.~(P) be an external geodesic diameter with endpoints qo E Q and 

qb tj. Q. Let Sa and Sb be the semi-circuits defined by qo and qb passing through 

a and b respective/y, and let la and h be their lengths. Let l~ = la - b!;(a, qo) and 

l~ = h - b!;(b, qo). If l~ -l~ = d, then b!;(P) = l~ + 1/;Q(d). 

Proof By definition, 

8!;(P) - min {le., h} 

- min {l~ + hA a, qo), l~ + 8!;( b, qo)} 

- min {l~ + 8!;( a, qo), l~ + d + 8!;( b, qo)} 

l~ + rnin{8!:(a, qo), d + 8e:(b,qo)} 

- l~ + 1/;Q( d). 

o 

As a corollary of this lemma, any geodesic of the form '7r!:( qh, q) for q E \li q( d) is 

also an external geodesic diameter of P. Thus in practice, given a point qb fi. Q, if 

the lengths 1: and lb are known, the depth profile of Q allows one to determine an 

external geodesic furthest neighbour restricted to Q. 

To calculate 1/;Q( d) for any given value d, we will first preprocess the pocket Q. 

The first step is to compute the two shortest path irees rooted at a and b. Consider 

(to, t l ,··· , t 3 ) to he aIl the nodes of the trees listed in sorted order along the boundary 

of Q from a to b, where a = to and b = t$' Let el be the line segment in Q with 

endpoints the consecutive Ilodes t1- 1 and t1 • We shaH consider the restricted depth 

profile 1/;:( d) to he defined as follows: 

1/;::)R1-+ [0,00) such that t/Jq(d) = ~E~~m(d,q). 
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In terrns of 1/J:(d), 1/JQ(d) beeornes max 1/J:(d). 
l::S'::S" 

To compute 1/1:(d) given a specifie value of d, we note that if qo is not an endpoint of 

e" Lemma '2.5 implies that 8~( a, qo) - 8~( b, qo) = d. Let a~ and b~ be the ancestors of e, 

in the shortest path trees rooted at a and b, respectively. Then 8~(a:, qo) - 8~(b:, qo) = 

d - 81:( a, a;) + 8,( b, b:), which defines a hyperbola. 

Algorithm RDP(d) 

The algorithrn assumes that the shortest path trees rooted at a and b are availablc, 

and that Q has been partitioned into contiguous line segments as decribed abovc. 

(1) Let a~ and b~ be the ancestors of ei in the shortest path trees rootcd at a and 

b, respectively. 

(2) Transforrn the Hne segment e, to coincide with the x-axis of a new coordinate 

system. Transform the ancestors described in Stcp 1 into this new system. 

(3) Compute the points of intersection of the hyperbola with the x-axis. Discard . 
those points not lying on the transformed image of e,. Find those points of el 

corresponding to the rernaining intersection points. 

(4) Of these points together with the endpoints of el! return the point Xo maxi

mizing the distance 1/1: (d) = min {81:( a, x), d + 8~( b, x)}, together \Vith 1/1:( d). 

Sinee at most a linear number of extra nodes is generated in the construction 

of the shortest path trees, s = O(k), where k is the number of edges in poeket Q 

[6J. In terms of k, the preproccssing for Algorithm RDP requires O(k log k) time [6J. 

The merging of the two trees requires time lincar in k. Step 1 ean be per[ormed 

in constant time providing that baek pointers from the partition of Q to the lcaves 

of the shortest path trees are maintained. The transformation in Step 2 requires 
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constant time assuming that the trigonornetric functions are considered as constant 

time operations. Step~ 3 and 4 are easily seen to require only constant tirne. 

Thus to compute 'ljJQ( d), it suffices to apply Algorithrn RDP to allline segments 

el of the partition of Q, and to retam that point qo at which max 'ljJ:(d) is attained. 
lSI:$s 

These arguments establish the following lernma: 

Lernma 5.2 Given the pocket Q preprocessed as zn the description of Algorithm 

RDP, the depth profile 1/JQ(d) may be evaluated for a given d in O(k) time, where 

k lS the number of edges of Q. 

5.2 'rhe Algorithm and its Analysis 

Algorithm EGD 

Input: Simple polygon P. 

Output: A maximal external geodesic path for P. 

1. Determine the convex hull of P. 

2. Determine the nurnber of pockets of P. 

( a) If P has no pockets (P is convex), then 

1. Find the perimeter length of P. 

11. From any vertex find the point one-half the perimeter length away. 

lll. These two points define an external geodesic diameter of P. 

(b) If P has exactly one pocket, then 

1. Find the perimeter length of P, less the length of the !id of the pocket. 
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11. Compute the shortest path trees of the pocket rooted at the endpoints 

of its lido 

111. Find the internaI geodesic diameter of the pocket polygon. 

iv. Find the vertex v which maximizes 

where x and y are the endpoints of the lido 

V. Find the corresponding point, w, to v on the exterior of the original 

polygon, P. 

VI. Take the maximum of 0,( v, w) and the result of step 2(b )iii. 

vu. The result of step 2(b )vi is an external geodesic diameter of P. 

( c) If P has two or more pockets, then 

1. For each pocket of P do step 2b. 

Il. For each pocket of P preprocess in preparation for Algorithm RDP. 

lll. For each pocket vertex, find the deepest point in each of the other 

pockets by applying Aigorithm RDP. 

IV. For each pocket, take the maximum of step 2(c)i and step 2(c)iii. 

V. The maximum of step 2( c)i V over aIl pockets is an external geodcsic 

diameter of P. 

5.3 Analysis 

The proof of correctness of Algorithm EGD follows from the previous results. The 

complexity analysis of the algorithm follows: 

Case 1: D(n) by one of the various convex hull algorithms. 

Case 2a: D(n) trivially . 
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Case 2b: Step 2(b)i requires O(h) time, where h is the number of convex hull 

vertices. However, applying Guibas et al.'s [61 algorithm for creating shortest path 

trees requires O( k log k) time, where k is the number of vertices in the pocket. Suri's 

[17] algorithm for computing the internaI geodesic diameter of a simple polygon also 

requires O( k log k) time. Step 2(b )iv requires k queries of O(log k) time each, which 

gives O( k log k) time, while Step 2(b)v needs O( h) time. This gives us a time com

pl exit y of O(k log k), which is worstcase O( n log n). 

Case 2c: Steps 2( c)i and 2( c)ii each require O( k log k) time for each pocket, which 

yields a total time complexiLy of O( n log n). Step 2( c )iii requires O( k) for each pccket. 

This giyes a time complexity of O(n) for each vertex, and a total time complexity of 

O(n2). Step 2(c)iv requires time O(m) where mis the number of pockets of P. 

Due to the limiting fador of Step 2(c)iii, the algorithm has a tirne complexity of 

O(n:!). 

5.4 The AlI External Furthest Neighbours AIgo
rithm 

This algorithm is a simple extension 'Jf Algorithm EGD, and has a similar complexity 

analysis. It computes and outputs the external geodesic furthest neighbours for every 

vertex of P. 

Algorithm AEGFN 

Input: 

Output: 

Simple polygon P. 

<p/!:(v)Vv E P 

1. Determine the convex hull of P. 
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2. Determine the number of poclœts of P. 

(a) If P has no pockets (P is convex), then 

1. Find the perimeter length of P. 

11. For each vertex, find the corresponding point one-half the perirneter 

length away. 

(b) If P has exactly one pocket, then 

1. Find the perimeter length of P, less the length of the lid of the pocket.. 

11. Create the shortest path map for the pocket polygon. 

lll. Apply Suri's aIl geodesic furthest neighbours algorithm to the pocket 

polygon. 

IV. For each pocket vertex, find its furthest-neighbour outside the pocket. 

v. For each pocket vertex, ta!~e the maximum of the results of step 2(b )iii 

and step 2(b )iv. 

VI. For each pocket of P preprocess in preparation for Algorithm RDP. 

vii. For each vertex outside the pocket, find the corresponding deepcst 

point inside the pocket. 

Vlll. For each vertex outside the pocket, find the corresponding point one

half the perime ter length away. 

IX. For each vertex outside the pocket, take the maximum of the results 

of step 2(b )vii and step 2(b )viii. 

(c) If P has two or more pockets, then 

1. For each pocket of P do step 2b. 

11. For each pocket vertex, find the de.epest point in each of the other 

pockets. 
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111. For each pocket, take the maximum of step 2( c)i and step 2( c )ii. 

( 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

In this thesis we have presented concepts about geodesics and their behavioi" in and 

on simple polygons. We have also presented algorithms for computing the external 

geodesic diameter of a simple polygon and for solving the aU external geodesic furthest 

nelghbours problem. There are a fewopen problems that are immediately suggested 

by our results: 

• reducing the time complexity of the algorithms. This is promising since the 

time complexity is established by only one step of tbe algorithms. If sorne 

method cou Id be found to reduce the fun time of Algorithm RDP, perhaps by 

preprocessing the pocket 50 as to gencrate a complete depth profile, then the 

algorithms would run more efficiently. 

• finding non-trivial lower bounds. 

• extending these resulb to higher dimensions. 
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